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The length I,, of a longest common subsequence before time n of sequences (B,,, B12,. . .) 
@,,9 B**, - * - ) is the cardinal@ of the largest increasing set of pairs of integers {(jI,, j&} 
such that W 1 G (Y ZG I,,, (B,,,, = &). If B, and B, are independent random sequences with 
co-ordinates i.i.d. uniform on {1,2, . . . , k}, it follows from Kingman’s subadditive ergodic 
theorem that the ratio l,,/n converges to a constant ck .a.s. A method of deriving lower bounds 
for the constants ck is given, the bounds obtained improving known lower bounds, for k>2. 
The rate of decrease of ck with k is shown to be no faster than l/a, contrasting with 
P(B*i - B*i} = l/k. Finally, an alternative method of deriving lower bounds is given and used to 
improve the lower bound for c2. 
0. Longest common subsequences of random sequences 
In this section we give some definitions and background for the longest 
common subsequence problem and use Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem to 
establish strong limit behavior for the proportion of digits matched under general 
conditions. In the following sections we specialize to uniform random sequences 
and give some improvements on the lower bounds previously obtained [2] for the 
proportion of digits which can be matched in the limit. The main result in Section 
1 is a system of lower bounds which improve known results for alphabets of >2 
letters. In Section 2 it is shown that the limit as sequence length becomes infinite 
of the proportion of digits in a longest common subsequence, as a function of the 
alphabet size k, is no smaller than O&-f) as k becomes large. In Section 3 a 
Markov chain approach to lower bounds is outlined and used to improve the 
bound obtained in part 1 for a binary alphabet. 
Let (bi”, by), . . .), (b\*‘, II:*), . . .) be sequences such that for i = 1,2, j = 1,2, . . . 
bj”E(1,2,. . . , k}. If k = 2, b(l), and 6(*) are binary sequences, so in general we 
will say that 6(l) and b(*) are k-ary sequences. A commo~2 subsequence or matching 
subsequence of t)(l) and b(*) is a pair of index subsequences 1 s i1 < i2 l l l C il, 
1Qcj2-* l < jl such that for all m = 1,2, . . . , 1, 6::) = 6;:). A longest common 
subsequence before time n of 6 (*) and b(*) is a common subsequence il < i2 l l l C il, 
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wj2 l l l C& such that il vjI < n and any other common subsequence ii < is, . . . < 
i[# j{ C j$, . . . < j;# must have either 1’ G 1 or iif v jE>n. 
The length of a longest common subsequence before time n, I,(b(l’, 6”‘) is the 
number 1 in the definition above, that is, the number of matches between 6”’ and 
bt2’ indicated by the subsequence. The idea is that if a longest common subsequ- 
ence matches I elements of 6”’ and bt2), and another common subsequence 
matches Z’>l elements, the second subsequence must use more of 6”’ and 6’*‘. 
For example, if 
b”‘=O ! ! Q ,I 9 (I 1 ..* 
,’ “ ,’ ,’ I I I I I I 
6Cz,&$ {I &b i . . . 
then 
L3(6(‘), b(*)) = 2, Z8(6(‘), 6’*‘) = 7. 
Interest in longest common subsequences tems from a variety of applicatio . 
Chvatal and Sankoff [2] mention the connection with the study of the evolution of 
long molecules, a specific example of which is the study of SSRNA carried out by 
Sankoff, Cedergren, and Lapalme [7]. Other applications [9, 10, 1,4,6, S] arise in 
the field of computer science, where a natural measure of distance between two 
input strings is the cost of the editing operations performed by the computer in 
changing one string to the other. This cost is closely related to the length of the 
longest common subsequence of the two strings, decreasing as the length of the 
longest common subsequence increases. 
A strong limit result for In 
If I#(” and I#(*) are random sequences whose coordinates Bi” take values in 
(1.2 , . . . , k}, then (&JIB”‘, B”‘)}F= I is a sequence of random variables, and it is 
the limiting behavior of this sequence we wish to study here. Chvatal and Sankoff 
[2] study the expectations f( n, k) : = E1, (B(‘), B(*)) defined from sequences II”’ 
and Bt2’ whose components are independent and identically uniformly distributed 
over {1,2,. . . , k}. They give formulas for f(n, k), n = 1,2, . . . ,5 as polynomials 
qf order 2n - 1 in (l/k), as well as computing f( 1,2), . . . , f( 10,2) explicitly. They 
also note that ck : = lim,, f( n, k)/n exists, by the subadditivity property -f(n, + 
n2, k)s--f(n,, k)-f(n,, k). Th e o owing propo&ion strengthens this to an f 11 
almost sure result, while not requiring the components to be i.i.d., but merely 
stationary. 
Proposition I. Let (B:‘), Bk’), . . .), (Bi2’, Bi2’, . . .) be random sequences from a 
k-ary alpitabet, and for all integer m S n define k = length of longest common 
subsequence of (Bz’, . . . , B!,‘)), (B’,), . . . , B’,2)). 
If the stationarity condition 
holds, then 
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(a) T=lim,- I, Jn exists with probability 1 and in mean, E(c) = 
l&l- E(LHn, and 
(b) 0~ Q G 1 a.s. 
Proof. (b) is obvious. (a) follows from Kingman’s subadditive ergodic thetirem 
which is applicable because of (i) and the inequalities 
(ii) E(I,,)~ n, and 
(iii) I,, B Zm, + 4, 8 mourn. 
(That is, (-&,,,m G n} is a subadditive stochastic process). Note that (iii) holds 
because a matching subsequence for (Bt’, . . . , Bt’) and (BE’, . . . , B’,2)) of length 
L, + Ipn can always be formed by piecing together matching subsequences from 
the (m, p) and (p, n) segments. We do not obtain equality in general, since when 
the segments are joined, a match from the (m, p) segment of one sequence to the 
(p, n) segment of the other becomes possible. 
CoroUary 2. 1 the sequences B(l) and Bt2’ are independent, with components 
By’ i.i.d. uniform on a k-ary alphabet, there is a constant ck such that 
t b(#1), ##‘2’) + ck a.% 
proof. FOUOWS from Proposition 1, the fact that 1in1~+~ f,,/n is invariant under the 
shift (B:“, B’;“, . . .) 3 (@‘, B:“, . . .), and that the invariant o-field is trivial for 
B”) i.i.d., by Kolmogorov’s O-l law. 
Evaluation of the constants ck whose existence is asserted by Corollary 2 
presents a challenge. Chvatal and Sankoff [2,3] take some first steps in this 
direction by proving upper and lower bounds &, &, such that 
Vk=l,2,. . . ckecke&. 
The upper bounds & are derived by a combinatorial argument and are given as 
the unique solutions (Y E (l/k, 1) of the equation: 
k Q/2-l(k _ l)l-a = 
1 
ff”(l-c4#-~ l 
The lower bounds are derived by the following argument. A matching algorithm 
is described, and it is shown that for random input strings from a k-q alphabet, 
the expected number of matches obtained on the two strings, divided by their 
1 length, approaches & Since 
never less than the number 
Sankoff’s algorithm gives 
2k2 
the maximum number of matches (defining I,) is 
produced by any algorithm, & G ck. Chvatal and 
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In this and the following two sections, lower bounds for the constants ck are 
derived by analyzing various matching algorithms. From a mathematical stand- 
point, a matching algorithm A is a mapping from pairs of sequences on a k-ary 
alphabet to pairs of increasing sequences of integers. That is: 
The limit proportion of digits matched between two sequences by any algorithm is 
a lower bound for the limit proportion matched by a longest common subse- 
quence. All of the algorithms presented represent a compromise between at- 
tempts to match the largest possible number of digits and still maintain an 
algorithm which is tractable analytically. 
A basic matching algorithm, which gives good results over a wide range of 
alphabet sizes, is as follows ? Starting points ~1~ and tt2 are given on the two 
sequences. We wish to match elements of the two sequences to the right of the 
starting points, using up as little as possible of the two sequences between 
successive matches. We may think of having “top” and “bottom” pointers 
respectively, for the two sequences. These pointers are started at n1 and n2, 
respectively, and alternately moved to the right, stopping when the number of 
distinct elements in the sequence between the starting point and the pointer 
increases. The cycle terminates when it first becomes possible to match a digit of 
the sequences between the starting points and their respective pointers. When a 
%natch first becomes possible, it necessarily involves the digit just collected and a 
matching digit on the other sequence. If the digit just collected is at point m, on 
one sequence, and the first matching digit is at point m2 on the other sequence, 
new starting points are set at m, and m, and the whole process is repeated 
indefinitely, making no further use of the digits preceding m, and m2. 
If the above algorithm is applied to independent uniform random sequences, 
‘-0 ~*‘+,, s C- _ a-i 
ml -nn,+m2- n2 of digits used in successive cycles are independent, 
and the average number used is: 
ktl 
n(k): = C (Z&c, 4+L2(k, dp(k, a) 
where k is the alphabet size, t ,( k, a) is the average number of digits to collect 
[(a -t- 1)/2] distinct digits on a single sequence, L2( k, a) is the average number of 
digits to collect J distinct digits on a single sequence, J a random integer 
uniformly distributed on { 1,2, . . . [a/21), and p(k, a) is the probability that a 
match becomes possible for the first time when CY digits in total have been 
collecteci. These quantities are easily computed by noting that the expected 
number of digits required to collect a new digit on a single sequence, given i digits 
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already collected, is k/( k - j), p( k, 2) = l/k, and for 2 c cu G k + 1, 
p(ka)= (l-ag pk 8)), _{z’f11J,21. 
p=2 
Table 1 of the lower bounds cz: = 2/ia( k) is given below, with the bounds 
obtained by Chvatal and Sankoff [3] for reference. The values given are truncated 
to fo.ur decimal places, e.g. c5 * = 288/569>0.5061. The lower bound for c2 is not 
improved because for binary alphabets, the algorithm given here reduces to a 
simplified version of that given by Chvatal and Sankoff. The simplified algorithm, 
in discarding digits before nl and n2, misses possible matches which the earlier 
algorithm finds. In Section 3 below, we consider a more complex matching 
algorithm and obtain an improved bound, using the theory of finite state Markov 
chains. For large k, such algorithms would have an enormous number of states (on 
the order of k5 states of the type used in Section 3) and hence be difficult to 
analyze. It would nonetheless be interesting to pursue this approach for moder- 
ately large k. The fact that the bound obtained for c2 using an algorithm with 36 
states is only slightly larger than that obtained using an algorithm with half as 
many states gives an indication of the limitations of the method. 
Table 1. Lower bounds for & 
Previous 
lower Upper 
k c: hound” bound” 
2. Behavior of ck for large k 
“Values obtained by Chvatal and Sankoff [-?I. 
2 0.6666 0.7272 (1.8665 
3 0.6153 0.5625 0.7864 
4 0.5454 0.4507 0.7297 
5 0.5061 0.3731 0.6861 
6 0.47 16 0.3171 0.6509 
7 0.4450 0.2752 0.6209 
8 0.4223 0.2428 0.5967 
9 0.4032 0.2171 0.5750 
10 0.3865 0.1962 0.5559 
11 0.3719 0.1789 0.5389 
12 0.3589 0.1644 0.5236 
13 0.3473 0.1521 0.5097 
14 0.3368 0.1414 0.4970 
15 0.3273 0.1321 0.4853 
Upon examination of Table 1, it appears that the ratio of ct to the lower bound 
2k2/( k’ + 2k - 1) is monotonically increasing in k. For large k, this latter bound is 
-2/k. We show here that the constants ck do not decrease as rapidly as I/k, and 
in fact no faster than l/A. The result is obtained by constructing another 
matching algorithm, and examining its behavior for large k. This supplementary 
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algorithm does not match as high a proportion of digits as the procedure given in 
Section 3.1, but the lower bounds obtained have a much simpler form than those 
given by (cz, CT,. . .), so that the dependence on k can be readily analyzed. 
A stlpplementargr al orithm 
Suppose two sequences are given. We can find a match on the two sequences by 
building up a “collection” of distinct digits on one sequence, and then examining 
the digits on the other sequence until a match in this “collection” is found. As 
extreme cases, we might 
(1) proceed along the first sequence until all k digits have appeared, then 
match the first digit of the other sequence, since it must be in the “collection” 
(192 , . . . , k}, or 
(2) use only the first digit on the Crst sequence, then proceed along the second 
sequence (taking k steps, on the average) until a match for this digit is found. 
The supplementary algorithm uses this idea, but for each k, uses an optimal 
“collection size” on the first sequence. By elementary arguments, since the 
waiting time between the QI and (cu + 1)st collection has a geometric distribution, 
the waiting time to achieve i(k) distinct values from a sequence of digits i.i.d. 
uniform over { 1,2, . . . , k} has expectation 
A,(k,i)=k i ’ 
j=l k+1-j’ (1) 
while the number of digits needed for a match with a collection of size i has 
expectation 
A&, i) = k/i. (2) 
Our algorithm will consist of 
(1) pick one of the sequences, each with probability 4, 
(2) collect i distinct digits on this sequence, 
(3) collect on the remaining sequence until one of the i digits from part 2 
R+%Ffim** --r I ---1 
(4) discard all digits examined (“collected”) and restart the process with the 
remaining sequences, at (1). 
In order to achieve the best lower bound from this algorithm, i = i* should be 
chosen so as to minimize the sum of (1) and (2): 
A&, i*(k))+A,(lc, i*(k)) = min [A,#, i)+A#(i))]. 
lsi<k 
(3) 
To find the minimizing value of i”, direct enumeration can be used, if k is small. 
For large k, we approximate 
(4) 
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so that 
&+A,-- ;+logk-log(k-i), 
[ 
1 1 
Setting 
a 1 
ai i-log&-i) 
[ 1 =0 
gives 
1 1 O=--- 
k-i i* 
or i*+i-k=O, 
which has the solution 
-l+JiFE 
i(k)= , or i(k)-&. 
Substituting i = 4 in (S), we obtain 
AF+Af-k 
1 
=+log k-log 
Jk 
This leads to 
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(6) 
propocpition 3. Let the constants ck, k = 2,3, . . . be defined by 
for B(l) and B'*' independent with co-ordinates i.i.d. uniform over (1,2, . . . , k). 
Then 
prwof. The argument above shows that 
3. Improvement of the lower bsund for c2 
We consider 8 procedure for matching digits on binary sequences B1, B2. The 
sequence B1 will be called the “top” sequence, while B2 will be called the 
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“bottom” sequence. The algorithm can be thought of in terms of moving three 
pointers on each sequence. Fig. 1 gives the names of the pointers and describes 
the way they divide the sequences. The squares in the diagram represent digits of 
,- - - - -- -I ___ -_ ____-__ _) ,------------ 
Forgotten ,Top Ineligrble Ineligible 
1 Pointer I 
i 
Region , 
Top Eligible 1 Eligible Unread 
Region Pointer , Region 
;,Top kinal : 
, Pointer : Region 
! I # I I 
, I I 
--. ’ -- i--1 . . . A.& L-J ii 
_-_ .._ .__.I __ ___ _____ -__’ 
\ clcl ; + ; q r-Jj-J... 
‘__-__--_-__: I ______-__--_ 
Bottom Ineligible Bottom Eligible Bottom Final 
Pointer Pointer Pointer 
Fig. 1 
the top and bottom sequences. The pointers are initial: set to the extreme left 
of both sequences (i.e. no digits have been read). That is, we have six variables, 
each of which denotes the position of a pointer, and the variables arc initialized as 
follows. 
Set the 
Set the 
Set the 
Set the 
Set the 
Set the 
top ineligible pointer: TIP + 0, 
bottom ineligible pointer: BIP + 0, 
top eligible pointer: TEP + 0, 
bottom eligible pointer: BEP + 0, 
top final pointer: TFP f- 0, 
bottom final pointer: BFP c- 0. 
We will also need variables to denote the total number of digits read and the 
total number of matches found. These are initialized as follows. 
Set the number of digits read: NDG + 0, 
Set the number of matches found: NMF+O. 
We will write the above initial condition or state schematically as 
1 neligible Eligible 
TIP region TEP region TFF 
L 5- & 
cp <p %J42 - l * 
cp <p w%2 * ’ * 
t t r 
BIP BEP BFP 
LX:~~ ktialization, we move the top and bottom final pointers each one place 
to the right, obtaining one of the states A, B, C, or D given below. Each state is 
obtained with probability b: 
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Nate that in all states A-D the ineligible region is still empty, while the eligible 
region contains the digits B 1 I, B2,, which are with equal probability (0, 0), (0, l), 
(I, O), or (1, 1). 
From any state, the algorithm continues by 
(i) reducing the number of digits in the eligible region, by making matches 
between top and bottclm digits in the eligible region, then moving TEP to the 
right of the last matched digit on the top string, BEP to the right of the last 
matched digit on the bottom string. 
(ii) As long as there are any digits remaining in the eligible region after the 
reduction in i, then new digits are read, i.e. one or both of TFP and BFP 
(depending on the digits in the eligible region) are moved one place to the right. 
Step i is then repeated. 
(iii) If there are no digits in the eligible region, i.e. if TEP and TFP coincide 
and BEP, BFP coincide, then NMF (the number of matches found) is incremented 
by the number of matches made in the reduction process i, and NDG (the number 
of digits read) is increased by the number of digits in the ineligible region. The 
pointers TIP and BIP are moved up to coincide with TFP and BFP, rt Tqectively, 
(i.e. all digits of B, and B2 are now either in the forgotten or unread regions.) At 
this point, the end of a cycle is reached. All pointers on each sequence coincide 
and are to the extreme left of the unread portions of B, and &, just as at 
initialization. We wi%l denote by NDG( m), NMF(m), TFP(m), etc. the values of 
the respective variables at the end of the mth cycle. 
Specification of the states of a Markov chain 
The states described below will consist of 36 possible configurations of digits in 
the eligible region. Since new digits are read depending only on the digits in the 
eligible region, and then after the reduction procedure outlined above (again only 
involving digits in the eligible region) a new configuration of eligible digits is 
reached, the succession of eligible digit configurations as the algorithm progresses 
form a Markov chain. We denote, for example, the initial state by 
where the dots indicate that for this configuration, both final pointers will be 
moved (i.e. digits will be read from both sequences) to determine the transition to 
a new state. The states A, B, C, and D given above are denoted 
respectively. Yote that in states B and C, one digit is to be read, while no digits 
are indicated for states A and D. The reason for this is that in states A and D, the 
eligible region will be empty (and hence the end of cycle will be reached) after 
matching the digits in the eligible region and moving TEP, BEP as outlined 
above. As digits are reassigned to the ineligible region, we will keep running 
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counts CDG(m) and CMF(m) respectively of the number of digits moved and the 
number of matches made, so that when the end of the mth cycle is reached, 
we will have NDG(m)-NDG(m- l)=CDG(m) and NMF(m)-NMF(m-l)= 
CMF( m). 
The following flowchart description may be helpful. 
Znitialization: m + 0, NDG(0) + 0, NMF(0) + 0 
Start cycle no. m+l: m+m+l, CDG(m)*O, CMF(m)cO 
( 1) Read one digit on top string and/or one digit on bottom string, depending 
on the configuration of the eligible region, thus obtaining new eligible region 
configuration. 
(2) Reduce eligible region according to matching rules embodied in equa- 
tions (1)~(36) below, increasing CDG(m) and CME(m) as appropriate. 
(3) Is the eligible region now empty’? 
No: 
Yes: 
Go back to Step 1. 
NDG(m) + NDG(m - l)+CDG(m), 
NMF(m) + NMF(m- l)+CMF(m), 
Go to “Stari cycle m + 1”. 
Symmetry considerations 
We will not distinguish between eligible region configurations which only differ 
by the labeling of top and bottom sequences and/or by the labeling of digits as 
9)” or l ’ 1”. For example, the reduction rule 
used in deriving equation (8) below represents four rules, one for each of the 
states 
001 
1 / 1’ 
1 10 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 / 0’ 0 0 \ 0 1’ 1 \ 0’ 1 
It should be clear that the probabilistic behavior (i.e. the expected further number 
of digits read, expected number of matches obtained before state (z) is reached to 
end the cycle) is exactly the same for states 
so we will not distinguish these states but label them all as (’ z.). 
To derive a lower bound for ca, we note that the increments {NDG(m)- 
NDG( m - 1 )}z = 1 and (NMF(m) - NMF(m - I)};, = 1 between successive ends of 
cycle are i.i.d. sequences. In fact, NDG(m) and NMF(m) depend on 
(&I, 429 l ’ l 9 B ITFPtmb) and U&, &, . . . , &BFPtmj), while NDWm+ I)- 
NDG( m) = CDG( m + 1) and NMF( m + 1) - NMF( m) = CMF(m + 1) are measura- 
ble with respect to (Z3,~TFP~m~+,~...), (B 2(BbT(rmj+lj...). But because the set 
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(TFP( m) = n,, BFP( m) = n2} is measurable with respect to 
(i.e. we do not look ahead of the digits in the eligible region to determine the end 
of a cycle), it is easy to verify that (EI(TFP(Mj+lj...) and (B2~BFP~m~+l~...) are 
independent of (&,, B12, . . . , Btmc,,,,) and (&, &, . . . , BSBFP(m)), and have 
the same distribution as (B,,, &, . . .), (I& Bz2, . . .), i.e. are independent se- 
quences with i.i.d. Bernoulli ($ co-cordinates. Thus by the strong law of large 
numbers, the ratios NDG(m)/m and NMF(m)/m converge a.s. as m + 00 to 
constants (YP, CyM. The algorithm will be symmetric, so that the expected number 
of digits read on one sequence during a cycle will be the same for both top and 
bottom sequences, and equal to iE{NDG(l)}. Thus by the argument given in 
Section 1 for the basic matching algorithm, we obtain that 
c2a lim 
2(NMF(m)) 2aM =- 
))‘-Oc NDG(m) aP l 
Let 1* denote the number of pairs of digits read before reaching state (z:), 
starting from state (:I), i.e. El* =&u,-,~ By noting that the first two digits read 
either match or do not, each case with probability 4, we can write 
E1sL = $E 
( 
number of digit pairs to reach 
(;:, from KU 
+$E 
( 
number of digit pairs to reach (;:) from (i)) 3 
or in shorthand form 
Similarly, if I_C is the number of matches obtained before return to (T:), we have 
number of mabches found, beginning at state 
00 
0 
1 , before 
of matches found, beginning at state 
0 
0 0 
, before 
which we will also abbreviate to 
The equations (l)-(36) below are in the above abbreviated form, writing 
equations for number of digits and number of matches together in vector form, 
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with the first component representing number of digits and the second the number 
of matches. For example, equation (4) below, which is obtained from the 
reduction rule 
00 0 +\ Jo 
10 lOT(p 
($ pairs of digits, 1 match), 
is written as 
and represents the pair of equations 
E 
( 
number of digit pairs to (;:) from (‘: “,)=;(;+(,“.))+;(y ;) 
and 
E 
( 
number of matches to (3:) from (; P))=;(L+(;.))+;(; ‘1’). 
Solution of equations ( l)-(36) below, which also explain the reduction rules 
used, gives 
Proposition 4. Let B’ ‘) and B’*’ be independent binary sequences whose co- 
ordinates are i.i.d. Bernoulli (3) random variables. Then 
,Iilx l,(B(‘), B(*)) = c2 a.s., 
where 
265022 
C2 a 347989 
>0.76 15. 
Equations for El*, Ep 
0 “0 =(l, 1). 
(;*)=;(‘: y)+$(; !). 
(:’ y)=;[tf, l)+(,“.)]+;(; :‘) l 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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( ; ; ; “)=~{(3,,,(~)]+~[(3.,)+(~ ‘)}- 
(; y)=;{(l, l)+(;))+;(y ‘) l
(; ; ~)=3W)+(~ O)}+i(Y ; ;)= 
(; ” ‘)=;{(l,l)+(; “)]+;(; O ‘). 
(:, ” ‘)=;{uJ)+(; O)]+i(Y ; ‘)= 
(; ; ;:)=g ; ‘: i)+$(Y y ; F)+$ ; ; :) 
0 0 0 0 
( 
l 20000 0 0 
1 1 1 1 l ) ( =31 11 1 1 0 [I ) 
10 0 0 0 “0 1 
+51 1 11 1 0 ( 1 ) 
( 
y ; ; ;)=ci,l)+(; O “>. 
( 
; O O l )=ct, l)+(Z O O ‘). 
( 
” O l)=$((l,l)+(; O l)}+$(Y O O ‘). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(1% 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(1% 
(26) 
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( ‘: ” O ‘)=;((g, l)+(Z O y+g ; O ‘). 
. 
( ; ; ” ‘)=;{(2,1)+(; O l)}+$(Y ; ; ‘). (22) 
(23) 
( 0001. 1 1 l 100011 100011 
10 ) =z ( 1+4 ) ( 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ) 
100010 
+41 1 10 1’ ( ) 
(24) 
( ; ; ‘: : :)=(g,z)+(; O ‘). 
(; ” l)=;((l, l)+(i o)]+~((l, lJ+(;)}= 
(25) 
(26) 
( OOOll* 11100~ ) =21 0+41 000110 1 I 1000111 1 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 I 
1000110 
+41 11 0 0 1’ ( ) 
(27) 
(y y y i i :)=(3,3)+(; y y). (cf.5and9) 
0 l 0 0 1 1 0 
( AllOOl* ) 10001100 =- 21110010 ( ) 
10001100 
+4 1 ( ilOO ) 
10001101‘ 
+41 1100 10’ ( 1 
( :’ ; ; : :, ; ;)=(6,4)+(; “1. 
( y y y i i y :)=(5,4)+(; ;). (cf.Sand9) 
( y y y : i i :)=(6,4)+(o). (cf.5and9) 
( i y y i :)=(4,2)+(y). (cf.5and9) 
(2% 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
( 
Notes on reduction rules 
Longest common subsequences 
=(-+Z,$+l)+ : 
31 
= 31 2 
(- J+( 6~3 
(35) 
(36) 
The dots in the above equations represent the positions a which the next digit 
will be read. Equation (5) above results from an observation due to M.S. Paterson 
(personal communication), that whenever the configuration 
occurs, it can be replaced by 
1 
0 0 ’ 
using one pair of digits and producing one match. In equations (17), (35), and 
(36), the digit pair within square brackets represents a (possibly 0) random 
number of repetitions, of average length 3. 
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